In the present work we report on the energy loss ratio R n of fast H 2 + clusters in thin films ͑30-50 Å͒ of LaScO 3 and HfO 2 . The medium energy ion scattering technique was employed covering a broad energy range ͑40-200 keV/amu͒. The energy loss ratio data showed no clear evidence of collective excitations in these materials. The experimental results were interpreted in terms of three different theoretical approaches: the dielectric formalism with the Brandt-Reinheimer theory for semiconductor materials; the detailed simulation of the molecular fragments dynamics through the target; and finally the unitary convolution approximation adapted for hydrogen molecules. Only the simulation agrees with the experimental results for both oxides. The unitary convolution approximation works quite well for HfO 2 but overestimates slightly the LaScO 3 data. The overall results indicate that the energy loss ratio depends critically on the description of the electronic properties of such oxides.
I. INTRODUCTION
The energy loss of keV ions in matter is dominated by inelastic collisions with valence electrons, which can lead to electron-hole pair excitations and to a collective electronic motion known as plasmon excitation. As far as ions are concerned, plasmons can be understood as the response of the electronic medium to a quick change or sudden oscillation of the electric-field induced by the passage of a fast ion. Plasmon excitations are characterized by a plasma frequency p and present different aspects whether bulk, surface, or interfaces are considered.
1-3 For heavy charged particles, the ion velocity threshold for plasmon excitation is approximately 1.3 times the Fermi velocity.
2 Moreover, plasmons cannot be singled out directly from typical transmission experiments. In this case, intrinsic multiple small-angle scattering events obfuscate the effects due to plasmon excitations 2 and no particular structures were ever observed in ion energy loss spectra around the plasmon threshold energy. 4 Although the measurement of the energy distribution of scattered electrons during ion bombardment proved to be a useful technique in the study of electronic excitations, 2,5-7 a different method employing hydrogen cluster projectiles and high energy resolution backscattering measurements were used to determine the onset of long-range collective electronic excitations in SiO 2 . 8 In this case the underlying mechanism is the vicinage effect, 9, 10 which is related to the pattern generated by the interference of the wake potentials created by the moving particles. Taking into account that the plasmon cross section is very sensitive to this interference pattern, 8 the use of hydrogen molecules becomes a natural choice for the study of long-range electronic excitations with ions.
The energy loss ratio R n of a swift molecule is given by
where ⌬E stands for the energy loss and n is the number of atoms making up the molecule. When the internuclear distances r 0 among the molecular fragments are large, they move in an uncorrelated manner and R n is close to 1. On the other side, for small r 0 , R n can be quite different from 1, giving rise to the so called "vicinage effects" in the energy loss. The Coulomb explosion 11 tends to increase r 0 and the width of the energy loss distribution, the latter having little impact on the mean energy loss in amorphous media. 12, 13 That makes its contribution to the energy loss ratio R n relatively small. On the other hand, the interference effect arising from the superposition of wake potentials is dependent on the internuclear distances of the fragments and can contribute directly to the energy loss of the fragments. Therefore, the ratio R n will depend largely on the interference effect and, to a much lesser degree, on the Coulomb explosion as far as ultrathin films are concerned.
Different techniques employing ionic clusters have been used in the study of energetic molecules interacting with matter under channeling 12, [14] [15] [16] [17] and random 9, 10, 18, 19 orientations, providing a deeper insight on the Coulomb explosion and interference effects. In particular, the Coulomb explosion imaging method 18, 19 is the only one among them to provide structural information of individual molecules. All these techniques rely on durable targets and several inconsistencies reported in the literature are related to target degradation during ion irradiation. 20 Moreover, the target thickness plays a key role in the experiments and may hamper the interpretation of results related to fundamental physical processes. For instance, multiple scattering within the target is an inherent process in the ion-matter interaction and becomes more severe as the target thickness increases. These events tends to change the dynamics of the fragments, and in Coulomb explosion experiments it can lead to distortions if not taken into account accordingly. 21 Quite recently, high energy resolution backscattering experiments provided the first direct evidence of plasmon excitations induced by H 2 + and H 3 + molecules interacting with very thin SiO 2 films. 8 In this work we extend this investigation to high dielectric constant ͑Ref. 22͒ oxides such as HfO 2 and LaScO 3 , which have recently gained considerable interest as possible gate oxides to replace SiO 2 in metaloxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors. 23, 24 To that end, we employ the same experimental technique described in Ref. 8 along with calculations obtained from both theory and simulations of the energy loss ratio R n using a realistic description, when available, of the electronic properties of the above materials.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The targets employed in the experiments were deposited on crystal silicon following different procedures. The HfO 2 target was prepared by metalorganic chemical vapor deposition ͑MOCVD͒ of HfO 2 at 550°C using Hf-t-butoxide. 25, 26 The LaScO 3 film was deposited using a conventional molecular beam epitaxy chamber with a controlled admission of oxygen. 22, 27 The final thickness achieved for HfO 2 and LaScO 3 films were 50 and 33 Å, respectively.
The experiments were carried out at the Ion Implantation Laboratory of the Physics Institute ͑Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul͒. A 500 kV electrostatic accelerator provided beams of H + and H 2 + clusters in the energy range between 40 and 200 keV/amu. The samples were mounted on a three-axis goniometer inside the reaction chamber kept under a pressure of about 10 −7 mbar. Typical currents for H + and H 2 + beams were 15 and 8 nA, respectively. The high energy resolution backscattering experiments were performed using the MEIS ͑medium energy ion scattering͒ technique. 28 A fraction of backscattered protons emerging from the target are analyzed in the toroidal electrostatic analyzer ͑TEA͒ mounted at 120°with respect to the beam direction. At the top end of the TEA a set of two microchannel plates coupled to a position-sensitive detector allow each ion to be energy-and angle-analyzed leading to twodimensional ͑2D͒ spectra. The TEA angular aperture is 30°a nd each angle bin corresponds to 0.08°. The overall energy resolution of the system is 350 eV.
Details of the data analysis are found in Ref. 8 . In short, the 2D spectrum has to be projected onto the energy axis for a particular set of angle bins in order to allow the adequate processing of the information contained in them. To improve the counting statistics, a total of 50 angle bins are assembled together, corresponding to an angular window of 4°. Finally, three different angular windows of 4°each are selected, yielding three one-dimensional ͑1D͒ energy spectra for each experiment. It is important to bear in mind that each step of this procedure includes proper corrections that take into account the different kinematical factors associated to each angle bin and the depth where the backscattering event took place.
As an example we show in Fig In order to analyze the 1D spectra we used the simulation code for 1D MEIS spectra ͑SIMULMEIS͒. 8 In short, this code calculates the probability of detecting an ion with a final energy E f backscattered at a particular depth within the target assuming a Gaussian distribution for the backscattered particles. The effect of the energy loss in the backscattering collision is calculated according to Ref. 29 . In this code, all experimental factors and physical properties of the target such as structure ͑bulk or layered͒, thickness, density and atomic composition serve as input parameters. The mean energy loss and its variance along the incoming and outgoing trajectories are used as input parameters as well. The free parameters in the simulations are the target thickness, the energy loss and the straggling. For the proton case, the values assumed for the energy loss and straggling were allowed to vary in a restricted range around those obtained from the SRIM 2008 code 4 and the straggling theory developed by Chu. 30 In addition, we have also considered a depth dependent straggling due to the Coulomb explosion. For the analysis of spectra generated by H 2 + clusters, these parameters were kept fixed and only the energy loss ratio R 2 and overall resolution ͑because of its enlargement due to the Coulomb explosion of the molecule͒ were allowed to vary in order to obtain the best fit of the respective energy spectra ͑see dash and dotted lines in Fig. 1͒ . The final results and respective uncertainties for the energy loss ratios R 2 shown in this work were evaluated in the following way: ͑i͒ one measurement was carried out for each cluster energy; ͑ii͒ for each measurement, three 1D spectra were obtained; ͑iii͒ each 1D spectrum yielded one energy loss ratio, whose uncertainty was evaluated by changing the values of the stopping parameters and checking the goodness of the result; ͑iv͒ all energy loss ratio values were averaged; and ͑v͒ the uncertainties from steps ͑iii͒ and ͑iv͒ were convoluted, yielding the uncertainties quoted in Figs. 2 and 3 , which will be discussed in Sec. IV.
III. CALCULATIONS
We carried out calculations of the energy loss ratio R 2 using three independent approaches: ͑i͒ the dielectric formalism; 10 ͑ii͒ simulations using the simulation of energetic ions and clusters through solids ͑SEICS͒ code 13, 31 and ͑iii͒ the unitary convolution approximation, 32 which was recently adapted for the case of cluster projectiles. 33 The first two approaches are based on a realistic description of the target electronic response, while the latter provides information about higher-order effects.
The calculations with the dielectric formalism were made using two different models: ͑a͒ the Brandt-Reinheimer model and ͑b͒ a single Mermin dielectric function model. The Brandt-Reinheimer model 34 is an extension of the LindhardWinther approach ͑for free electrons͒ which includes the effect of an energy gap and the corresponding redistribution of the oscillator strengths. It is a quantum mechanical model that includes two types of excitations: individual electrons and plasmons. However, it does not include the effect of damping of the plasmon excitations. The only two parameters in this model are the Wigner-Seitz radius r s and the energy gap E gap . The present calculations were made using r s = 1.5 a.u. and E gap = 5.9 eV for HfO 2 , and r s = 2.04 a.u. and E gap = 5.7 eV for LaScO 3 . The single Mermin model 35 is a dielectric approach based on a fit of the energy loss function ͑ELF͒ in the optical limit using available experimental data from previous sources. In this case the model parameters are the Wigner-Seitz radius r s , the energy gap E gap , and the damping factor ␥. The present calculations were made with r s = 1.5 and 2.04 a.u., E gap = 5.9 and 5.7 eV, and ␥ = 0.8 a.u., for HfO 2 and LaScO 3 , respectively.
The second approach was done using the SEICS code, 13, 31 which simulates the trajectories of the molecular constituents inside the target. The code incorporates the stopping forces on each fragment including also the energy loss straggling. These forces were calculated using the dielectric formalism and the MELF-GOS model 36, 37 to account for the electronic target response. Briefly, the MELF-GOS model describes the response of the outer-shells electrons by fitting the experimental ELF in the optical limit with Mermin-type ELFs ͑Ref. 35͒ and the response of the inner-shell electrons with generalized oscillator strengths ͑GOS͒. 38 In the present study, up to 7 Mermin-type ELFs were necessary in order to fit the excitation spectrum for HfO 2 . 39, 40 The experimental ELF for LaScO 3 was obtained from optical experiments of reflectivity 41 using a Kramers-Kronig analysis, and up to 10 Mermin-type ELFs were used in the fitting. The wake forces between fragments, which are the main responsible for the vicinage effects in the energy loss, are also implemented in the code using the dielectric formalism and the same method to account for the ELF. 36 Furthermore, the program also includes the Coulomb repulsion between the fragments and the multiple elastic scattering with the target nuclei through a Monte Carlo sampling. The charge exchange of the projectile was treated by calculating the free paths between successive capture or loss events, using a simple model for the loss cross sections and the charge fractions given by the CasP 
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code. 42 The H 2 + molecules are chosen initially to be in random orientation and with an interatomic distance distribution according to Ref. 9 . The first two approaches include binary ͑electron-hole͒ and plasmon excitations in the calculations.
The higher-order effects in the vicinage effect were estimated using the molecular unitary convolution approximation ͑MUCA͒ and the molecular perturbative convolution approximation ͑MPCA͒. 33 The MPCA approximation is based on the first-order Born approximation while the MUCA includes higher-order effects. The impact-parameter dependent energy loss Q͑b͒ was evaluated for each ion velocity using the atomistic description of the target according to the Hartree-Fock-Slater method. 43 In addition, Q͑b͒ was averaged over all molecular orientations and integrated over all impact parameters to obtain the stopping cross section for the cluster projectiles. The same approach was performed for the monoatomic energy loss. 32 In order to evaluate the contribution of multiple scattering to the energy loss ratio R 2 , a Monte Carlo simulation was developed to calculate the mean internuclear distance between the H 2 + fragments after passing through the films. In short, a Molière screening potential 44 is used to describe the interaction with the target atoms, which are randomly distributed according to the known atomic densities. Newton's equations are then solved considering the forces between the fragments and the target nuclei. The angles between the molecular axis and the motion direction, as well as the initial grid position of the projectile impinging the target, are chosen randomly. The fragment charge state is kept constant ͑according to Ref. 45͒ along the entire ion path and the Molière potential screening parameter is evaluated accordingly. In order to describe the initial distances between the H 2 + fragments, we have followed the procedure outlined in Ref. 46 . In that work, the initial distance is chosen randomly from a Gaussian distribution with a mean value of 1.17 Å and a width of 0.3 Å. Finally, the interaction between the H 2 + fragments is modeled using a Yukawa potential where the screening distance is given by v / p , with v being the projectile fragment velocity and p the target plasmon frequency. The p values adopted in this work were obtained directly from the r s values.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experimental energy loss ratios R 2 for H 2 + projectiles impinging on HfO 2 and LaScO 3 are shown by symbols ͑with error bars͒ in Figs. 2 and 3 , respectively. In general, both results display minor interference effects since the energy loss ratios are close to unity. For LaScO 3 a slight increase in the R 2 values occurs above 120 keV/amu, indicating that at these energies about 7% of the energy loss is due to interference effects between the fragments after break up. The results for HfO 2 shown in Fig. 2 are similar to those obtained for LaScO 3 but display a steady and smooth increase over the entire energy range studied in this work. The overall picture for both dielectric materials differs significantly from previous results published for silicon dioxide where a clear signature of plasmon excitations with substantial contribution of interference effects to the energy loss ratios was reported. 8 The theoretical calculations for the stopping ratio R 2 employing a single Mermin dielectric function are also displayed in Figs. 2 and 3. For HfO 2 such calculations strongly overestimate in an almost constant value the experimental data in the whole energy range under study. Considering the Brandt-Reinheimer theory, the calculations including plasmon excitations overestimate the experimental results in different magnitudes in the whole energy range under study, being closer to the experimental data at low energies and farther at high energies. On the other hand, the results from the SEICS code, which properly takes into account the main interactions felt by the molecular fragments and uses a realistic excitation spectrum of the HfO 2 target, provide a very good agreement with experiments. Finally, according to our simulations, multiple scattering plays a minor role in the energy loss process.
The same trend observed for HfO 2 can be found for LaScO 3 ͑Fig. 3͒ where the calculations using a single Mermin or Brandt-Reinheimer theory overestimate substantially the experimental data in the whole energy range. For comparison purposes, Fig. 2 shows the Brandt-Reinheimer theory without plasmon excitations as well. These results show the importance of the plasmon excitations in this theory for energies higher than 80 keV/amu for HfO 2 . A similar behavior occurs for LaScO 3 , but in a different threshold energy.
The main reason for the small and relatively smooth increase of the energy loss ratio observed in Figs. 2 and 3 stems from the complex electronic structure of such oxides. In fact, unlike other materials such as C and SiO 2 where a dominant long-range electronic excitation is present, these complex oxides have several and equally important excitation energies ͑mix of plasmon excitations, excitons, and interband transitions͒. They lead to different onset projectile energies, which explains the smoothly increase in energy loss ratio. In addition, these materials have a much larger plasmon-excitation energy ͑of about 30 eV for HfO 2 ͒, 47 which reduces the overall vicinage effect. It is important to note that the shape of the wake potential obtained from the use of a sum of Mermin-type ELF's is similar to the one from a single Mermin with a large damping factor ␥. Nevertheless the vicinage effects, which depend on the relation between the wake forces and the stopping forces, are quite different in both models.
The nuclear multiple scattering is the responsible for most of the internuclear separation inside the target. For instance, when 100 keV/amu H 2 + molecular ions impinge on 50 Å thick HfO 2 foils, multiple scattering increases the average internuclear distance from r 0 = 1.28 Å to r 0 = 1.69 Å. Nevertheless, the effect of this distance increase on R 2 is small ͑not shown in Fig. 2͒ .
The results of the molecular unitary convolution approximation MUCA are also shown in Figs. 2 and 3 . The perturbative approach MPCA ͑not shown in Figs. 2 and 3͒ yields nearly the same results provided by MUCA, which means that no significant higher-order effects are at play. For the LaScO 3 , the results obtained by MUCA slightly overestimates the experiment in the whole energy range studied. Furthermore, the rather good agreement between experiment and theory for HfO 2 might be accidental since no proper electronic excitations of the target were considered. As a matter of fact, a closer look at the absolute stopping powers provided by MUCA reveals a discrepancy with the experimental stopping powers. That means that the MUCA approach is not fully suitable for materials with complex electronic excitations. However, an atomic description of the target as used by MUCA may work well for the calculations of the energy loss ratio since it depends more on the broadness of the electronic excitation spectrum than their precise values.
The charge state of the fragments inside the solid is considered since the vicinage effect is smaller in the case of both fragments having neutral charge ͑H 0 ͒. In the present simulations ͑SEICS and MUCA͒ the charge state of any fragment at a given time is calculated using simple models for loss cross sections and the equilibrium values of charge fractions as given by the CasP code. 42 We did not consider vicinage effects in the charge state. Therefore, the following products can occur after molecular films. Contrary to light oxides such as SiO 2 , the present experimental data indicate that the vicinage effect plays a minor role in the process. This is a direct consequence of the electronic properties of these systems. In fact, their description by using a sum of Mermin-type dielectric functions, which reproduce the valence-band properties, smear out the vicinage effect over the projectile energies and thus no clear onset for long-range electronic excitations were observed. Moreover, although effects such as multiple scattering tend to increase the internuclear distance for the present thin films, they play a negligible role in the observed energy loss ratio.
